
 

 

 

 
 
 
How to provide the classroom with a gift from the Wish List: 

 
 Choose the item you would like to purchase from the list below. 
 Write a check for the total amount of the order. 
  Place check in an envelope made out to MCH/PA and send to office. 
 Your gift is tax-deductible; receipts can be issued for donated items. 

 
Handy Scoops……………………………………………………………………………………. $ 17.95          
Fun scissor like scoops that can be used with water or other sensory materials. These scoops are great for building fine 
motor skills and strengthening hand motions needed for scissor skills. 
 
Life Cycle Peg Puzzle Set………………………………………………………………………. $ 34.95  
Each puzzle contains four pieces that show the life cycle of a butterfly, chicken, oak tree and frog. The pegs help toddlers 
to refine their fine motor skills by using a two finger grip to remove and place each piece.  
         
Peekaboo Lock Boxes…………………………………………………………………………… $ 98.00 
Each box has its own shape and color that toddlers can identify and retrieve by unlocking the latch. They can also view 
the shape through a transparent window on the side of each box.  
 
Spring Meadow Braided Rug-3'x5'……………………………………………………………. $ 126.44  
This stain resistant braided is durable for everyday use. It will add warmth and definition to the room.  
 
Toddler Box Returning Discs…………………………………………………………………. $ 45.00 
Children insert a wooden disc in the top vertical slot and then watch it reappear from the bottom slot. The ring makes an 
interesting sound as it falls down.  
 
Wooden Farm Set………………………………………………………………………………. $ 39.99 
A wooden farm set with six animals in a grassy yard, made of sustainable wood and finished with non-toxic paint. A book 
accompanies the set to inspire children with lots of way to imagine stories and play.   
 
Wooden Peg Color Matching…………………………………………………………………. $ 29.99 
For toddler who are ready for more advanced color matching, this set contains 9 wooden pegs (red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue, purple, pink, brown, and black), each with its own matching compartment within a large wooden box.  
         

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT! 
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